SECOND BULL RUN CAMPAIGN (Aug-Sep 1862)

A Working Bibliography of MHI Sources
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FITZ-JOHN PORTER CASE


See also testimony of Asa B. Gardiner made during the hearings headed by Gen. John Schofield (E473.772.G22).


See also speeches in support of Porter made between his 1878 exoneration and 1886 restoration to rank of Colonel: Edward S. Bragg, Byron MacCutcheon & William J. Sewell (E473.772.P6); Joseph W. Keifer (E173.P18no211pam18); John A. Logan (E473.772.L82, E473.772.L815 & E473.772.L816); Joseph E. McDonald (E473.772.M35); John S. Slater (E473.772.S63); Joseph Wheeler (E473.772.W56); and James Wilson (E173.P18no211pam19).


**MAPS**

Re-examines maps toward vindicating Porter.

**MEDICAL**


Packers list of 33 U.S. Medical Wagons.